
3.13 Review
3.13.1 Key knowledge summary
3.2 Examining the evidence• Contemporary writers and commentators can give us an insight into the changes that took place in

Britain during the Industrial Revolution.• During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the British government began collecting statistics
about population, recording information about where people lived and the changes that occurred in
society during this time.• The evidence given at special government inquiries can provide evidence of people’s living conditions.• Painters and other artists are useful sources of information in relation to changes during the Industrial
Revolution.

3.3 The impact of enclosure• Agricultural improvements led to a large increase in the population from the latter part of the
eighteenth century onwards.• The enclosure of farmland was of benefit to landowners, but ordinary farm workers suffered as a result.• The Speenhamland system was established to provide aid to the poor in rural towns and villages.• Food riots in 1795 and the Swing Riots of 1830 are examples of unrest in rural areas.

3.4 Conditions in factories and mines• Working conditions in textile factories were very unpleasant and often dangerous, with factory
workers, including women and children, forced to work long hours.• Men, women and children all worked in coalmines, in dangerous and unhealthy conditions.• The Mines Commission of 1840–42 heard evidence on the working conditions in mines.• The Mines Act of 1842 placed restrictions on the employment of women and children in coalmines.

3.5 Child labour• Young children were employed in textile factories in the dangerous jobs of ‘piecers’ and ‘scavengers’.• Young girls were employed in mines as ‘hurriers’, pulling carts of coal along narrow tunnels.• Children as young as four or five were employed in mines as ‘trappers’, opening and shutting
ventilation doors.• Young boys were also employed to climb into chimneys and clean them.

3.6 Urban conditions and people’s health• Towns grew into large cities near textile factories with very little planning and with overcrowding and
lack of sanitation.• Buildings were often erected cheaply, so accommodation for factory workers was of very poor quality.

3.7 Poor laws and workhouses• Following a government inquiry, the Poor Law of 1834 forced the poor into workhouses.• Life in the workhouse was made as unpleasant as possible, with families split up, and cruel
punishment for those breaking the rules.• Inmates of the workhouse were put to work at menial tasks.

3.8 Social unrest and trade unions• Rapid changes led to unrest and protests such as those of the Luddites.• Trade unions had been banned, but were allowed to operate after 1824.• The Chartist movement developed during the 1830s, calling for democratic reforms in the election of
parliament.• As the nineteenth century progressed, trade unions gradually became established as legitimate
organisations.
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3.9 The growth in ideas• Economic theories such as capitalism and socialism presented different ideas as to how business,
workers and the economy should operate.• The development of imperialism saw the expansion of European empires into Asia and Africa.• The political idea of egalitarianism grew from the eighteenth-century European Enlightenment, and
inspired both the American and French revolutions, as well as the aims of groups such as the Chartists.• Nationalism first developed in France as a response to the wars against other European powers, and
became a driving force behind the unification of Italy and Germany in the nineteenth century.• Charles Darwin proposed a scientific theory of evolution, which became known by many as
‘Darwinism’.

3.10 Reformers and progress• Prominent reformers such as Robert Owen and Lord Ashley campaigned for improved working
conditions in mines and factories.• Reformers such as Edwin Chadwick campaigned for improved sanitation in large cities.• During the nineteenth century, parliament passed a number of Factory Acts, gradually improving
conditions for ordinary workers.• Large cities such as London were given the power to improve urban living conditions, and gradually
worked to deal with public health issues, such as the need for sewerage systems.
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1810

1870

1880

1795

Food riots in parts of England protest high 
bread prices.

1811–13

Luddites engage in damaging textile
machines.

1799–1800

Parliament passes the Combination Acts,
making trade unions illegal.

1819

Parliament passes a Factory Act limiting
hours of factory work by children.

Large numbers of protesters are killed or
injured in the Peterloo Massacre.

1830

The ‘Swing Riots’ result in damage to farm
machinery in parts of rural England.

1834

The Poor Law Amendment Act forces the
poor to live in workhouses.

The six ‘Tolpuddle Martyrs’ are transported
to Van Diemen’s Land for swearing an oath of
loyalty to their trade union.

1824

The Combination Acts are repealed, allowing
workers to form trade unions.

1833

Parliament passes a Factory Act banning
children nine years and younger from 

working in factories.

1842

The Mines Act bans the employment in 
coalmines  of girls and women, and boys 

under the age of 10.

1871

The Trade Union Act gives unions official
legal status.

1874

Parliament passes a Factory Act, setting
maximum allowable working hours per week

for all workers.

1848

The Public Health Act sets up Boards of
Health to deal with sanitation problems in
cities and towns.

1875

The Public Health Act extends the powers of
Health Boards to control water supply and
sewerage systems.
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3.13.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

3.13 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

Insert hook question from overview

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

Interactivity The Industrial Revolution crossword (int-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
biased accounts narrative or description in which a writer presents only one side of an issue in an attempt to

convince the reader
bourgeoisie capitalist middle classes; the owners of the means of production, distribution and exchange – factories,

shipping, banks and other businesses
cesspits pits into which householders with no toilets could empty their waste, which was later collected by workers

known as nightmen
cholera a bacterial disease of the intestines, causing vomiting and diarrhoea. It is transmitted through contaminated

water and can lead to death through dehydration.
impartial observations comments that recognise all sides and opinions relating to an issue or event, leaving it to the

reader to form his or her own judgment
indoor relief the provision of assistance to the inmates of the workhouse
Luddites a group of protesters who expressed their opposition to industrialisation by smashing factory machines
naturalist a term once used to describe a scientist who studies plants and animals. Today such a person would be

called a biologist.
outdoor relief the provision of assistance to the poor while allowing them to remain in their own homes
parish an area of local government centred on the local church, which fulfilled some of the functions that local

municipal councils perform in our society
paupers a very poor person
picking oakum unpicking short lengths of rope coated in tar. Oakum would be rammed between the planks on

wooden ships to make them watertight.
proletariat the working classes, especially industrial wage earners
repealed withdrawal of a law or set of laws by Parliament
royal commission a special public inquiry set up by government to investigate a particular issue and to make

recommendations for changes in the law
strikes attempt by employees to put pressure on their employer by refusing to work
suffrage the right to vote
typhus a fatal disease spread through the bites of lice and fleas
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